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Methods

ESPERR: Learning strong and weak signals in
genomic sequence alignments to identify
functional elements
James Taylor,1 Svitlana Tyekucheva, David C. King, Ross C. Hardison, Webb Miller,
and Francesca Chiaromonte1
Center for Comparative Genomics and Bioinformatics, The Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802, USA
Genomic sequence signals—such as base composition, presence of particular motifs, or evolutionary constraint—have
been used effectively to identify functional elements. However, approaches based only on specific signals known to
correlate with function can be quite limiting. When training data are available, application of computational learning
algorithms to multispecies alignments has the potential to capture broader and more informative sequence and
evolutionary patterns that better characterize a class of elements. However, effective exploitation of patterns in
multispecies alignments is impeded by the vast number of possible alignment columns and by a limited
understanding of which particular strings of columns may characterize a given class. We have developed a
computational method, called ESPERR (evolutionary and sequence pattern extraction through reduced
representations), which uses training examples to learn encodings of multispecies alignments into reduced forms
tailored for the prediction of chosen classes of functional elements. ESPERR produces a greatly improved Regulatory
Potential score, which can discriminate regulatory regions from neutral sites with excellent accuracy (∼94%). This
score captures strong signals (GC content and conservation), as well as subtler signals (with small contributions from
many different alignment patterns) that characterize the regulatory elements in our training set. ESPERR is also
effective for predicting other classes of functional elements, as we show for DNaseI hypersensitive sites and highly
conserved regions with developmental enhancer activity. Our software, training data, and genome-wide predictions
are available from our Web site (http://www.bx.psu.edu/projects/esperr).
[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org.]
Identification of functional elements within genome sequences
often relies on specific characteristic signals, typically based on
known biological examples. For instance, prediction of proteincoding exons and genes relies on knowledge of the genetic code
and splicing signals. These predictions can be improved by incorporating evolutionary information from orthologous regions
of other species through sequence alignments. In particular, insertions and deletions are rarely tolerated in coding regions,
whereas substitutions at synonymous sites are frequently tolerated, and algorithms that effectively model these signals generate
improved predictions (Korf et al. 2001; Siepel and Haussler
2004a). Knowledge of the rules for cis-regulatory modules is less
complete, and hence prediction of these in individual or aligned
sequences remains elusive. For functions where even less is known,
such as replication origins or movement to appropriate locations
within the nucleus, prediction is all the more challenging.
Signals currently used for identifying cis-regulatory modules
include (1) specific sequence patterns, such as motifs associated
with elements involved in protein–DNA interactions (e.g., transcription factor binding sites), (2) general sequence composition
patterns, such as the high density of CpG dinucleotides found in
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most ubiquitous promoters, and (3) evolutionary patterns, particularly a high level of interspecies conservation, which should
characterize functional regions under purifying selection.
While each of these signals is associated with some cisregulatory modules, all of them have limitations (Tompa et al.
2005). Motif-based approaches can have high specificity, particularly when using a stringent consensus sequence, but when the
patterns are degenerate (often the case with transcription factors), they can have both poor sensitivity and a very high falsepositive rate. When the sites occupied by transcription factors in
mammalian cells are identified in a relatively unbiased manner,
such as by chromatin immunoprecipitation assayed on arrays of
all nonrepetitive DNA (ChIP–chip), only a minority of the sites
have a clear match to the binding site motif (Cawley et al. 2004;
Bieda et al. 2006). These results suggest that, for a comprehensive
set of binding sites, motif-based approaches have weak power.
Similarly, a complex relationship exists between function
and evolutionary constraint. Many classes of functional elements
do show significant association with constrained elements as a
whole (Waterston et al. 2002). However a large number of functional genomic elements do not overlap constrained regions, and
many constrained regions do not coincide with known functional elements (Bejerano et al. 2004; Siepel et al. 2005). These
results suggest that interspecies sequence constraint also provides
only weak power for comprehensive identification of functional
elements.
Thus, it seems that while noncoding functional elements
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show association with various sequence and evolutionary characteristics, rarely will a single signal be sufficient for accurate and
comprehensive prediction. While simple descriptive features can
be very useful to better understand functional mechanisms, the
effects of functional constraint on these elements are myriad—
too complicated to be captured effectively by such features alone.
An alternative approach for identification of a class of functional elements for which training data are available is to apply a
computational learning method with the potential to capture
both the clear strong signals and the many subtle signals that
characterize the class. Two major obstacles must be overcome to
develop an effective method. First, the number of possible alignment columns increases exponentially with the number of sequences in an alignment. This number (>70,000 for a sevenspecies alignment) is much too large an “alphabet” to use to find
patterns in alignment columns, and thus a reduced representation of the alignment is required. Second, the rules for distinguishing between functional classes based on patterns in alignments are not known a priori, and thus a training regimen is
required. To solve these problems, we have designed a method
trained on genomic sequence alignments, which contain information about the primary sequence of a set of species and the
evolutionary relationships among them. Our method, denoted
ESPERR (evolutionary and sequence pattern extraction through
reduced representation), uses models capable of learning patterns
both among the species at a given position (evolutionary patterns) and among aligned positions (and thus across the sequence). Underlying these models is a translation or “encoding”
of alignments into a simplified representation that preserves a
subset of the original information. This reduced representation
should remove noise and irrelevant information but retain all the
signals useful for characterizing a particular class of functional
elements.
The key component of our method is the selection of such
an encoding using (1) phylogenetic relationships to define a reasonable starting point, followed by (2) a heuristic search procedure that optimizes the encoding based on classification performance. Encodings produced by this procedure, and the models
based on them, produce excellent classification performance on
a variety of problems.
After explaining ESPERR in somewhat more detail, we turn
to the prediction of cis-regulatory modules, using ESPERR to compute an improved Regulatory Potential (RP) score. This score,
trained to discriminate regulatory regions from neutral sites,
achieves a very good success rate of ∼94% (the success rate is the
fraction of training elements correctly classified using leave-oneout cross-validation) and shows excellent performance on a
largely independent set of regulatory elements from the hemoglobin ␤ gene cluster. To better understand the signals that contribute to this excellent performance, we explore the structure of
the encoded word frequencies on which the score is based, and
how this structure relates to RP. We find clear, strong signals (in
particular, GC content and conservation) associated with a small
number of encoded words, as well as diffuse, weak signals associated with combinations of many such words. Both kinds of
signals contribute significantly to RP scores. We observe that the
weak-signal component of RP may help to identify regulatory
elements that lie far from any transcription start site.
Next, we apply ESPERR to detection of DNaseI hypersensitive sites. Training on DNaseI hypersensitivity data produced as
part of the ENCODE project, we are able to effectively discriminate these regions, with a cross-validation success rate of ∼80%.

We show that this result compares favorably to an earlier approach based on support vector machines.
Finally, we consider the problem of identifying highly conserved regions that show developmental enhancer activity. The
VISTA Enhancer Browser (http://enhancer.lbl.gov) describes 253
conserved regions that were tested for consistent enhancer activity in transgenic mouse embryos, 108 of which (∼42%) show
such activity. Using these tested regions for training, we are able
to predict the assay result with ∼83% accuracy. This indicates that
ESPERR could greatly improve the effectiveness of the strategy
employed to select regions to be tested for developmental enhancer activity.

Results
ESPERR
The ESPERR procedure finds an encoding from multiple alignment columns into a reduced alphabet that retains information
useful for discriminating a chosen class of functional elements.
The procedure consists of two stages, summarized graphically in
Figure 1. In the first stage, we reduce the “alphabet” of alignment
columns to a size where fitting classification models becomes
tractable by grouping multiple alignment columns based on evolutionary similarity (Fig. 1A). We start by inferring the ancestral
base probability distribution corresponding to each alignment
column—for this we use an extended Hasegawa, Kishino, and
Yano (HKY) substitution model, treating alignment gaps as a fifth
base (see Methods). This inference provides a natural way to
handle missing data; if data for a species are missing at a given
position, it is not included in the inference (Fig. 1A, middle tree).
In practice, the number of missing species allowed must be limited to ensure good inference. Next, we compute the frequency
with which each ancestral distribution occurs in the training data
and apply a novel clustering algorithm that forms groups of columns preserving both “neighborhood” (similarity of ancestral
distributions) and frequency structure. Ancestral distributions
correspond to points in a five-dimensional probability simplex, a
two-dimensional projection of which is used to visualize the clustering step in Figure 1B.
The clusters resulting from the initial alphabet reduction in
stage 1 provide an encoding that retains a substantial amount of
information from the original alignment data, and reduced representations produced in this way can be used effectively for
many applications. However, performance can be improved substantially by taking such an encoding as a starting point and then
using classification performance to optimize the encoding for a
particular problem. The second stage of the ESPERR procedure
achieves this through an iterative search (Fig. 1C). At each stage
of this search, candidate encodings are generated from the current encoding by either joining two groups or breaking a group
into two (a random sample from each type of candidate is considered). Using the training data, cross-validation is run to evaluate the prediction performance of each candidate, and the candidate with the best performance is accepted as the new current
encoding. After many iterations without seeing an improvement
in performance the search is terminated, yielding an optimized
encoding, usually to many fewer symbols (groups) than the starting point.
While this approach could be applied using any classification method, we generally use a log-odds classifier based on a
type of variable-order Markov model (VOMM) (Buhlman and
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Figure 1.

Overview of the ESPERR procedure.

Wyner 1998). These models capture variable-length dependencies among positions in sequences. Thus, when applied to strings
of encoded alignment columns, VOMMs are able to capture sequence and evolutionary patterns that span multiple alignment
columns.
Full details on ancestral distribution inference, clustering,
the iterative search, and the fitting of VOMMs are provided in the
Methods and Supplemental material.
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Despite years of intense study, cis-regulatory elements remain
difficult to predict. It has been shown previously (Elnitski et al.
2003; Kolbe et al. 2004) that an approach based on patterns in
encoded alignments can be effective for discriminating these regions from ancestral repeats (a model for likely neutral regions).
Applying ESPERR to learn an encoding for this problem yields a
substantial improvement in discrimination over previous methods. The positive training data consists of a set of 97 experimentally validated regulatory elements (Elnitski et al. 2003). These
were compiled from a diverse group of genes, including those
expressed in muscle, liver, lung, and erythroid cells, and thus
they contain binding sites for a wide variety of transcription
factors. The negative training data are ancestral repeats, which
are repetitive elements already present in the common ancestor
of human, mouse, and dog. Alignments of seven species (human,
chimpanzee, macaque, mouse, rat, cow, and dog) corresponding
to the training regions were extracted from the UCSC Genome
Browser (Karolchik et al. 2003). To improve the resolution of our
cross-validation procedure, these alignments were chopped into
100-column pieces, and the ancestral repeats were randomly
sampled to produce a training set equal in size to the positive set.
We allowed alignment columns to be considered if they had no
more than three missing species (and none missing among the
three highest quality sequences: human, mouse, and dog), and
required each 100-column segment to have at least 50 such columns. This resulted in positive and negative training sets containing 357 elements, covering ∼31,000 human bases each.
ESPERR with a log-odds classifier based on VOMMs (with a maximal order of 2) yielded a final encoding into 17 symbols, with a
leave-one-out cross-validation success rate of ∼94% on the training data.
This performance is a considerable improvement over previous RP scores (∼82% for the scores of Kolbe et al. 2004, based on
human–rodent alignments). Cumulative distributions of RP
scores computed on the training sets and similarly prepared random samples of exonic and bulk genomic regions are shown in
Figure 2A. RP scores do an excellent job discriminating regulatory
regions from bulk and neutral DNA, as well as separating them
from exons.
As an additional evaluation of RP performance, we considered 23 experimentally confirmed regulatory elements in the hemoglobin ␤ gene cluster. These likely include most of the sequences with regulatory function for this extensively studied
locus, and only five are part of our regulatory training set—
providing reasonably exhaustive and independent test data for
sensitivity and specificity assessments (King et al. 2005; see
Supplemental data for technical details). The ROC plots (Fig. 2B)
show that performance of the ESPERR-based RP scores on this
data set, in terms of both sensitivity and specificity, is uniformly
better than previous RP scores (from human–rodent alignments),
GC content (measured for 100-bp windows), and two conservation scores: phastCons (Siepel et al. 2005) and MCS (Margulies et
al. 2003).

ESPERR captures a variety of signals in regulatory elements
To begin unraveling the signals that contribute to the excellent
performance of the RP score, we must examine the variability
structure in the training data and how this structure relates to the
score. We want to know which features of the training data lead
to good performance, but this is a challenging prospect given
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Figure 2. RP score performance demonstrated by cumulative distributions of scores on various genomic elements (A) and ROC plots for discrimination
of 23 elements in the human ␤-globin locus (B).

that a very large number of alignment columns are grouped together by ESPERR for each reduced representation. Because RP is
a log-odds score based on VOMMs with maximal order 2, we
consider the frequencies of words of length 3 in the training data
after applying the encoding learned by ESPERR. One approach
for understanding the variability structure of a data set is principal component analysis (PCA), which finds a transformation of a
data set to a new coordinate system in which the first component
has the greatest variance, the second (orthogonal to the first) has
the next greatest variance, and so on. Applying PCA to these
word frequencies shows that a large amount of their variability is
explained by the first few principal components (Fig. 3, top).
However, a substantial amount of variability is spread across the
many remaining components, consistent with the presence of
both strong and weak signals in this data set.

Our first insight into the nature of the strong signals comes
from our analysis of the performance of RP scores. We note that
while RP can discriminate regulatory elements better than conservation scores and GC content, exons can also have very high
RP values. In fact, conservation and GC content are two signals
traditionally associated with exons, as well as regulatory elements. Computing a regression of RP score on GC content and
conservation (measured as the average phastCons score) shows
that these two quantities alone explain ∼68% of the variability in
RP. Another factor typically associated with ubiquitous promoter
regions is CpG dinucleotide density (Cooper et al. 2006); however, while CpG density does explain some within-class variability of the regulatory elements in our training set, it does not not
independently contribute to RP (the percentage of RP variability
explained does not increase when adding CpG density to the
regression). Pinpointing the nature of
other factors that systematically contribute to RP is complicated, because of the
enormous reduction induced by our encoding and the random component involved in the search algorithm. Nevertheless, these factors are crucial for discrimination; about a third of RP is likely
a composite of weaker signals. A practical way to measure this composite is to
consider the residuals from the regression of RP on GC content and conservation, which we will denote as F. The bottom panel of Figure 3 shows the correlation of RP and each of these three
quantities with the first 25 principal
components. We see that the strongest
component that has high correlation
with RP also has high correlation with
conservation and GC content; however,
RP also shows substantial correlation
with many of the weaker components,
which are less exclusively dominated by
Figure 3. Share of variance explained by each of the first 25 principal components of the RP training
the strong conservation and GC content
data word frequencies (top) and correlation of RP score, GC content, conservation, and the residuals
signals.
F with each principal component (bottom).
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To explore further the difference between these strong signals and the composite of weak, subtler signals represented by F,
we correlate each of these three quantities with individual word
frequencies in the training data. Figure 4 (bottom) shows box
plots of these correlations. The positive correlation with both
conservation and GC content are dominated by a small number
of words, which are the outliers at the top of the distribution. In
contrast, F shows far fewer dominant outliers and is associated
with many different words. Further insight into the nature of
these signals is obtained by examining the specific words that
have the strongest positive correlation with each feature. Figure 4
(top) shows “logos” for the words most strongly correlated with
each signal (the height of each character in the logo is determined by the ancestral probability distribution centroid for the
columns encoded to that symbol). Again, conservation and GC
content are dominated by words clearly associated with these
signals (the search procedure has grouped fully conserved C and
G columns together, so the symbol with strong G and C components shows up frequently in the highly conserved set). The
words most strongly associated with F on the other hand are
more diverse, consistent with indications that a variety of different patterns contribute to F.

RP weak components help to identify truly distal
regulatory elements
Another way to gauge the role of strong and weak signals in RP
scores is to examine these signals on an independent, complex

set of regulatory elements. In particular, we would like to understand the signals RP captures in distal regulatory elements, which
are less well characterized by conservation and GC content. To
investigate this, we defined a collection of putative distal regulatory elements using various data sources available from the
ENCODE Consortium.
The ENCODE Transcriptional Regulation group used ChIP–
chip to identify binding sites for a variety of factors (http://
genome.ucsc.edu/encode/; Bieda et al. 2006; B. Ren, M. Snyder,
and T. Gingeras, pers. comm.). We selected a subset of their experiments, emphasizing experimental platforms with highresolution site identification and sequence-specific binding not
exclusively associated with transcription start sites, and eliminated all sites overlapping repetitive regions or coding exons,
expanding the remaining sites to cover at least 100 bp. To improve the quality of this set further, we restricted attention to
sites supported by at least one additional line of experimental
evidence suggesting regulation, such as ChIP–chip evidence for
certain histone modifications associated with activation or factors associated with general chromatin modification, as well as
DNaseI hypersensitivity and nucleosome depletion (http://
genome.ucsc.edu/encode/; J. Stamatoyannopoulos and J. Lieb,
pers. comm.). Finally, to focus on distal regulation, we removed
sites falling within 2.5 kb of a transcription start site (http://
genome.ucsc.edu/encode/; T. Gingeras, pers. comm.). This resulted in a set of 617 elements with multiple lines of evidence
suggesting a distal regulatory function, 583 of which had sufficient aligning sequence to calculate the RP score, GC content,
and average phastCons score.
Aggregate characteristics of these regions suggest that they
are enriched for function; in particular, they show evidence of
evolutionary constraint as measured by average phastCons scores
(Siepel et al. 2005). This set may also contain some nonfunctional elements, as well as unannotated promoters and proximal
elements, because there are likely transcription start sites that
have not been identified.
For each of the three RP components (GC, conservation, and
F), we examined the 50 highest scoring elements. Among those
with high GC content, we see a strong enrichment for possible
unannotated promoters: 21 overlap a ChIP–chip binding site for
factors associated with transcription initiation (PolII, Taf250,
TFIIB). Elements with high conservation also appear to contain
possible unannotated promoters, with 12 regions overlapping
such a binding site. In contrast, among the 50 putative distal
elements with the highest F, only three overlap such a binding
site. This suggests that, although strong signals such as GC content and constraint are still likely to play a role, true distal elements may be better characterized by the subtler, weaker signals
proxied by F.

Discriminating ENCODE DNaseI hypersensitive sites
with ESPERR

Figure 4. Distributions of the correlations between word frequencies in
the RP training data and three component signals (GC content, conservation, and the residuals F). For each signal, representative logos of the most
strongly correlated words are shown. (green, A; yellow, T; red, G; blue, C).
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A large portion of the ENCODE regions in several cell lines have
been assayed for hypersensitivity to the nuclease DNaseI, often
used as marker for transcriptional regulatory elements (http://
genome.ucsc.edu/encode; J. Stamatoyannopoulos, pers. comm.).
From their data, we extracted a set of high-confidence positive
calls (empirical P-value < 0.001 and plate quality > 0.5 in any cell
line; 369 elements), and high-confidence negative calls (empirical P-value > 0.1 for all cell lines with plate quality > 0.5, and no
overlap with other ENCODE functional elements as compiled by
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the ENCODE Multi-species Sequence Analysis group (http://
genome.ucsc.edu/encode; E.H. Margulies, pers. comm.); 477 elements). Prior work on predicting DNaseI hypersensitive sites
with a linear support vector machine (SVM) based on short motifs in the primary genomic sequence (length 1–6, ignoring
strand) showed good performance (Noble et al. 2005). Using their
methods and training data, we were able to confirm their reported success rate of ∼85%. However, applying this approach to
the ENCODE data set achieves a success rate of ∼64%, suggesting
that this more comprehensive set of sites is substantially more
difficult to discriminate.
We applied ESPERR to this data set, using the same sevenspecies alignments as for the RP scores. Training data consisted of
319 positive elements and 379 negative elements with sufficient
alignments, prepared as was done for RP scores (except that these
elements were not chopped to 100-column segments because the
training sets are larger and the elements are of less variable
length). The procedure identified an encoding to 18 symbols,
which achieved a success rate of ∼80%. Thus, for this more comprehensive data set, the additional information available in multiple alignments and captured by ESPERR achieves substantially
better performance than does a linear SVM using sequence motifs.
We also computed the ESPERR RP scores for these elements.
Approximately 72% of the negative elements have a negative RP
score; however, only ∼54% of the positive elements have a positive RP score. This suggests that while hypersensitivity to DNaseI
may be a marker for regulatory function, the sites identified by
the ENCODE project contain regulatory elements that are substantially different from those in our RP training data, or perhaps
elements of a different type entirely.

Identifying conserved regions with developmental
enhancer activity
The VISTA Enhancer Browser (http://enhancer.lbl.gov) contains
253 conserved regions that have been tested for consistent enhancer activity in transgenic mouse embryos. A region was declared positive (validated) if at least three embryos showed the
same pattern of expression for that element. Here, ESPERR produces a score to predict which of the numerous other conserved
regions in the genome would be validated by this assay. For positive and negative training sets, we used 108 validated and 138
nonvalidated regions (a small number of regions with ambiguous
results were excluded).
Because both the positive and negative training sets for this
problem consist of highly conserved elements, alignments spanning a much deeper evolutionary tree were used as compared
with the previous applications. Specifically, we used alignments
of human, mouse, opossum, chicken, frog, zebrafish, and pufferfish. Training elements were not chopped, and alignment columns with at most three missing species were considered valid,
with at least 50 such columns required for an element to be used,
resulting in a positive set of 108 elements covering 143,688 human bases and a negative set of 134 elements covering 165,272
human bases. ESPERR identified an encoding to 15 symbols and
yielded a very good cross-validation success rate of ∼83%. Thus,
using our method to score conserved elements for potential enhancer activity could greatly increase the rate of discovery and
validation of new conserved embryonic enhancers.

Discussion
We have presented ESPERR, a method to learn encodings of multiple alignments that retain useful information for a chosen classification problem. We have shown excellent performance for
predicting three different types of functional elements, each of
which involves a binary (e.g., positive vs. negative) classification
performed by log-odds, based on variable-order Markov models.
Moreover, ESPERR can be used to find useful alignment encodings for other types of binary and nonbinary predictions. We
have applied ESPERR using a multiway VOMM-based classifier to
successfully discriminate among tissue-specific promoters, ubiquitous promoters, and nonpromoter regions (J. Taylor, N.D. Trinklein, R.C. Hardison, W. Miller, F. Chiaromonte, in prep.). We
have also begun exploring the application of our method to gene
prediction. Alignment encodings have already been used for
gene prediction; for example, TWINSCAN encodes positions as
match, other aligned, and unaligned, and estimates models over
the encoded sequence (Korf et al. 2001). ESPERR may be able to
find effective encodings of multiple “informant” species in related gene-prediction algorithms (e.g., N-SCAN, Gross and Brent
2006). The first stage of ESPERR could also be employed to create
reduced representations of multiple alignments for analyses
where there is not a natural performance metric for driving the
iterative search. One such application is the identification of encodings for the unsupervised characterization of alignments
from highly conserved sequences (Bejerano et al. 2004).
ESPERR-based RP scores have proven effective for identifying enhancer elements. Wang et al. (2006) identified 75 regions
having a positive RP score as well as matches to the binding site
motif for the essential erythroid transcription factor GATA-1.
They tested these regions with reporter gene assays in transiently
transfected human K562 cells and/or after site-directed integration into murine erythroleukemia cells, and found that regions
with high RP score were validated frequently (at least 50%), with
even higher validation rates at higher RP scores. In contrast, segments with low RP tended to be inactive.
ESPERR is most appropriate when the loci in question are
under selection among the species examined, and at the very
least requires that the loci can be aligned (although for all examples presented here we lose a small number of training sequence because of lack of sufficient alignment). For most applications, including those described in this paper, elements do not
necessarily exhibit strict nucleotide-level conservation. For example, binding sites in regulatory elements may change relative
order or motif (Ludwig et al. 1998; Dermitzakis and Clark 2002;
Costas et al. 2003). Also, some elements may only be functional
in a specific lineage—see, for instance, studies by ValverdeGarduno et al. (2004) on lineage-specific hypersensitive sites in
the GATA1 locus in humans and mice. However, as long as the
elements retain sufficient alignability, ESPERR can still achieve
very good performance: In fact, our method can tolerate some
degree of local change and even capture such change if it occurs
with a consistent pattern.
To infer the ancestral base distribution, ESPERR extends traditional nucleotide substitution models by treating gaps like a
fifth “nucleotide.” While this extension has been used effectively
(McGuire et al. 2001), it is naive, in that it treats indels affecting
multiple consecutive positions as multiple independent events,
and thus is overly sensitive to all but very short indels. Nonetheless, the extended HKY model works well in ESPERR, most likely
because it is combined with a classifier that incorporates context
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and thus captures dependencies among neighboring sites. More
sophisticated modeling of indels for ancestral distribution inferences would integrate naturally into our procedure, and we expect this to become more important as we apply ESPERR using
other classifiers, as well as to unsupervised classification (clustering) problems.
For the applications presented here we used ESPERR on
alignments of at most seven species. Further increasing the number of species could add predictive power in some problems; our
method can easily scale to incorporate more sequences, and because of the way we handle missing data, these could be picked
from the many low-coverage genomic sequences currently becoming available. However, care must be taken in selecting what
species to use. Very low coverage genomes may in some cases add
more noise than exploitable signals, and, in general, the type of
functional elements under consideration should dictate species
selection (McAuliffe et al. 2005). For example, if elements are not
expected to be under very strong constraint, comparisons should
be restricted to closely related species.
The intense efforts to characterize and improve predictions
of regulatory regions and other functional intervals in the genome are yielding many helpful resources. Biochemical assays of
protein binding and chromatin modifications at high resolution,
predictions of clusters of conserved transcription factor binding
sites, refined estimates of nucleotides under constraint, and other
experimental and computational efforts provide a plethora of
resources from which investigators can build hypotheses to test.
The approach described here (ESPERR) differs from other methods in its emphasis on training to discover both strong and weak
signals in alignments, and in its broad applicability—as signals
can be learned to discriminate potentially any functional classes
for which training data are available. ESPERR can be applied to
new sets of functional elements, such as those explored by the
ENCODE project, to generate genome-wide predictions for many
functional classes. Future efforts to better understand the many
subtle signals discovered by ESPERR should provide new insights
into the mechanisms underlying specific functions, which could
then be tested experimentally. Another exciting challenge is to
combine discriminatory methods like ESPERR with other bioinformatic predictions of functional regions to improve accuracy.

Methods
To infer the ancestral base probability distribution corresponding
to a given alignment column we use Felsenstein’s algorithm
(Durbin et al. 1998; Mayrose et al. 2004). For all the applications
presented here we allowed up to three species to be missing for
any column, in which case those leaves of the tree were left out
of the inference (treated as “Felsenstein wildcards”). To estimate
the probability of possible substitutions over each branch of the
tree (required for the inference), we assumed a continuous time
Markov process in which a rate matrix specifies the instantaneous rate of each type of substitution event. We used the rate
matrix parameterization provided by the HKY model of Hasegawa et al. (1985) consisting of equilibrium probabilities for the
four bases (A, C, G, T), and the ratio between the rates of
transitions and transversions (). We extended this model to accommodate gaps as if they were a fifth nucleotide, introducing
an additional equilibrium probability (Gap) and rate ratio (gaps
to transversions; ). These parameters are estimated using the
Expectation Maximization algorithm implemented in the PHAST
software package (Siepel and Haussler 2004b). For the applica-
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tions presented in this paper, we fix the tree topology
as that determined by the ENCODE MSA group (http://
genome.ucsc.edu/encode; E.H. Margulies, pers. comm.), and run
the estimation on a random sample of genome-wide alignments.
More details on ancestral distribution inference are provided in
the Supplemental material.
The novel clustering algorithm underlying the first stage of
ESPERR groups alignment columns agglomeratively, based on
distance between corresponding ancestral distributions and their
frequency (occurrence counts for columns create a frequency distribution over ancestral distributions). For distance calculations,
each cluster is represented by a centroid defined as the “average
ancestral distribution” (weighted with frequencies). To preserve
the neighborhood structure, at each stage of the agglomeration
we consider merging each cluster with its nearest neighbor (Euclidean distance between centroids). To preserve the frequency
distribution, the merger that is accepted at each stage is the one
that maximizes the mutual information between the distributions before and after merging (in practice this is equivalent to
accepting the merger with the maximum entropy; see Supplemental material). Because the algorithm is based on entropy,
clusters must not have zero frequency. Thus, we perform an initial preclustering, grouping columns that never occur or are very
seldom in the training data (occurring less than five times) with
their nearest neighbor (having five or more occurrences). The
agglomeration is terminated once a desired number of clusters is
reached; for all applications presented here we have stopped at
75; a small enough encoding for the search to fit VOMMs with
some power, yet large enough to allow it substantial flexibility.
The second stage of ESPERR—the heuristic search—
generates candidate encodings, accepts the best based on a figure
of merit (FOM), and repeats until an optimal encoding is found.
The FOM is the fraction of elements in the training data correctly
classified under cross-validation and does not include “unclassifiable” elements (those falling between the highest scoring negative training element and the lowest scoring positive one; see
Supplemental material). The search is initialized with the encoding determined by agglomerative clustering in the first stage. We
refer to the symbols (groups) produced by clustering as “atoms,”
because they are never split during the search. In each search
iteration, candidate encodings are generated from the current
encoding by either merging two symbols or extracting an atom
from one of the symbols. We evaluate only a random sampling of
moves of each type (50 and 30, respectively, for the applications
presented here), which reduces computations while still producing reasonable moves with high probability. To improve the efficiency of the search we introduce two heuristics. First, since
large encodings require more parameters, they are more susceptible to overfitting and thus score more elements in the unclassifiable range, reducing the FOM. Consequently, the search has a
strong preference for small encodings, and it is possible that
evaluating single atom extractions will not be enough to by-pass
local optima. To overcome this, if the FOM does not increase over
20 consecutive iterations, we consider only extractions for 5 consecutive steps, which allows us to move out of local optima
through poorer performing, larger encodings. Second, it is possible for the search to make bad moves (mergers or extractions),
which then take a long time to be reversed. To recover efficiency,
we add a “restarting” heuristic: If we proceed for 50 iterations
without reaching an encoding better than the best seen so far, we
restart the search at that best encoding. Termination is similar
but extends to a much larger number of iterations—we stop
when 1000 iterations fail to find a better encoding and adopt that
best encoding as the final one. More details are provided in the
Supplemental material.
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Learning signals to identify functional elements
In all applications presented in this paper, elements are classified based on the sign of a log-odds score, which compares their
probabilities under two VOMMs estimated on the positive and
negative training set. VOMMs are similar to fixed-order Markov
chains; however, they can use a variable number of previous
positions (“context”) when determining the transition probability at a given position in a string (up to a fixed maximal context
length, here 2). Our implementation includes in the model contexts observed at least some number of times (here 5) in the
training data (pruning). To allocate probability to patterns never
seen in the training data we use a “discount” rule (smoothing).
This and other details of the VOMM variant used in ESPERR are
provided in the Supplemental material.
Training sets were prepared using the 17-species MultiZ
alignments from the UCSC Genome Browser (Karolchik et al.
2003; Blanchette et al. 2004). For the computation of RP scores
and hypersensitive site predictions we used the subset of mammalian species in these alignments with higher sequence quality;
namely, human (hg17), chimpanzee (panTro1), macaque (rheMac2), mouse (mm7), rat (rn3), dog (canfam2), and cow (bosTau2). For prediction on highly conserved regions with embryonic enhancer activity, we used a subset of species spanning a
larger evolutionary distance; namely, human (hg17), mouse
(mm7), opossum (monDom2), chicken (galGal2), frog (xenTro1),
zebrafish (danRer3), and pufferfish (fr1). Alignments corresponding to each element of a training set were extracted. Gaps between alignment blocks were annotated as such, and all other
gaps (including complex insertion/deletion events and gaps to
long N stretches in sequences) were annotated as missing data.
For the RP score application only, the training sets were then
chopped to 100-column alignment segments. For all applications, training elements were also required to have at least 50
good alignment columns (those having three or fewer missing
species) to be included.
The ancestral base inference, agglomerative clustering, and
iterative search were implemented in Python with performancecritical portions implemented in C—these include code for estimating VOMMs and scoring alignment segments, which are run
to perform cross-validation over thousands of candidate encodings. The simple pruning and smoothing rules used in VOMM
estimation are amenable to efficient implementation, making
the iterative search tractable. The search can be spread over multiple cluster nodes using MPI. Running time for the search varies
depending on specific data and the random component; for the
RP application convergence is generally achieved in ∼10,000
iterations, requiring a day on a 2-Ghz Athlon machine—
substantially less on a small cluster.
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